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them strong and practical. Flexiloo Smart™ can be
built into any configuration. The panels can be supplied in an endless choice of finishes to suit your style
of event. The flexibility of our Smart™ system means
we can accommodate any type of event or number of
people as toilet, urinal, shower and vanity panels can
be added continuously. Smart™ has been built at many
FlexilooSmart™ was introduced at the Showman’s
Show 2013 where existing and potential new custom- events already in the country including Goodwood’s
ers had a sneak peak at our new sanitary system, that is Festival of Speed, The Driver’s Lounge for the British
in the form of an unique flat pack design, which allows Grand Prix at Silverstone Circuit in Northamptonshire,
the panels to fit together simply and efficiently. Every The Game Fair at Bleinheim Palace and worldwide at
a secret location in the Middle East for a VVIP event.
panel has a purpose design aluminium edge making
FlexilooFirst™ is still going strong in the event market
with our current and new customers buying more and
more and installing them at events like the UK’s biggest music festival Glastonbury and The Common
Wealth Games in Glasgow. One of our established
customers in France has ordered more First™ and
FlexilooVT™ trailers. Flexiloo is continuing to make a
big impact on the mobile event market all over the
world with exciting new projects on the cards!

Tel: +44 (0)1725 513148
Email: admin@flexiloo.co.uk

Flexiloo has had an exciting few months with the
launch of our brand new product FlexilooSmart™ hitting the event market, and the original FlexilooFirst™
appearing at various prestigious events up and down
the country!

FlexilooSmart™ set up at Bleinheim Palace for the Game Fair

Here at Flexiloo there have been some big changes to
our company. We have made the logical and rightful
decision to move production of the Flexiloo modules
to specialists in the design, manufacture and installation of display systems and retail interiors. This was a
decision that has been considered for some time but we
feel this will improve the efficiency of the manufacturing and production of all of our Flexiloo products. We
are thrilled over this new chapter of Flexiloo and look
forward to cooperating with the manufacturing com-

The Flexiloo Twitter page up and running, click the picture to take you
straight to our page for updates and links to YouTube

pany, in order to keep making excellent and high
quality installations to existing and new customers.
We have finally got ourselves Twitter so that we can
interact with companies like ourselves and promote
our work. So go ahead and follow us @flexiloo1.
Also with the addition of our very own YouTube page
to promote our products in video format so that people
can see the efficiency and simple way the modules and
the panels fit together. We’ve recently got Facebook so
give us a like too!
Flexiloo will again be exhibiting at the Showman’s
Show in October and we are excited to display our new
products. We’ll be in our usual place in Avenue D so
make sure you come to visit us.

